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tions and insures the right tempera-

ture for shipments across the conti-

nent—about 35 degrees—even though

the train passes through rapidly

changing weather conditions.
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ially when the trains run out of a

particularly cold area into a warmer

one, which often happens. Too much

heat is problem as well as too little,

making it imperative for the train

to stop for temperature regulation.

Last winter in transportation tests

on potatoes from Maine the Depart-

ment investigators tested a new

heater, which burns any common

compressed gas and is suspended

outside and under the refrigerator

car. It operates on the same prin-

ciple as a hot water heater for the

home. Pipes between the floor and

the floor racks of the car distribute

the heat evenly to all parts of the

space under the floor racks. The

warm air rising keeps fruit in the

top layer of the load at about the

same temperature as that in the bot- |

tom layer: An antifreeze E studied fiddle in Boston witn
in the pipes avoids freezing when| high hopes of a musical career.
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You can get all the news of this

locality for less than three cents a |

week through The Bulletin.
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GRISSINGER'S

Our Equipment Guarantees Your Car

The New And

Different Lubrication Because It Involves:

1 Change Position of Car

2 Free Bearing Surface

3 3 Smooth Flow of LubricantC

a To ALL PARTS of BEARING    
tishied With 1938 Lubrication

©39 DIFFERENT LUBRICATION

XTRA COST
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ops quickest.  Phone 192 or Stop and Let Us. Show You +
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